
Task: Create a learning page about the Mary Rose.

Consider the following questions:

1. When and where did the Mary Rose sink?

2. How did it sink?

3. What was the Mary Rose’s purpose?

4. What were the different crew members on the ship?

5. What are the differences between the Mary Rose and a modern naval ship?

This can be handwritten or on the computer. You MUST be confident in what you are 
writing (do not copy and paste) because we will be having a quiz on the Mary Rose next 
week!



The Mary RoseThe Mary Rose

Launched in 1511, the Mary Rose was 
intended to be the flagship of King 
Henry VIII's fleet. She was a new breed 
of warship with purpose-built gun-ports 
that made her a fearsome floating 
fortress. But on 19 July 1545, for 
reasons still unknown, she sank in the 
Solent whilst leading 60 ships against 
the French.

Life on the Mary Rose:

Crew members

There were 415 crew members listed in 
1513, but during wartime operations 
there would have been more soldiers on 
board, with numbers perhaps swelling 
to around 700 men in total. Even with 
the normal crew size of around 400, 
conditions would have been very 
crowded. The Mary Rose was 
the crew's home and their workspace.

Crew members included: Soldiers and 
Gunners, Carpenter, Pilot, Cook, and 
Surgeon. 

Food

Tudor Sailors lived mostly on 
salted beef, salted fish and 
ship's biscuits. They had meat four days 
a week and fish on the other three. We 
know the crew ate other foods like 
cheese and butter.

Theories of how the Mary Rose sank:

Theory 1: Human error: This was Sir George Carew's 
first naval command, so maybe he was not familiar with 
his new vessel's capabilities, and he gave an order that 
endangered the ship? Or perhaps the crew ignored 
orders, or were even unable to understand them, 
leading to disaster?

Theory 2: The Weather: Did a gust of wind hit the sails at 
a crucial moment, making the ship unstable? Eye-
witness accounts described a sudden breeze as the Mary 
Rose made a turn, causing her to capsize.

Theory 3: A French cavalry officer present at the battle 
stated that the Mary Rose had been sunk by French 
guns. A cannonball low in the hull would enable water to 
flood in, making the ship unstable and leading to her 
sinking.

Theory 4: Overloading: Was she overloaded with heavy 
guns or with extra soldiers? If so, a strong gust of wind 
could have heeled her over into the sea.

Modern naval ships

Navy ships or naval ships are types 
of ships that are specifically 
designed for the use of naval 
forces. They differ from merchant 
and civilian ships in terms of 
design, construction and 
use. Navy ships are normally 
made of specialised steel 
alloy that makes them damage 
resilient during the enemy attacks. 
Most of navy ships are armed 
with advanced weapon 
system with exception of troop 
transporters where armament is 
light or non-existent. Navy ships 
that are exclusively built for 
combat are called warships.

Did you know?

Despite sinking in 1545, The wreckage 
of the Mary Rose wasn’t discovered 

until 1971


